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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell MBE, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
Christmas Party:

Saturday 1st December, Derbyshire, hosted by Bev and Chris Marvell - theme the '50's,
'60's and '70's.
Sunday 2nd December, Royal Crown Derby and the Olde Dolphin in Derby.

March 2013:

Saturday 23rd March and Sunday 24th March, London: Group's private viewing at the
Victoria and Albert Museum.

July 2013:

Saturday 27th and Sunday 28th, AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

Newsletter Deadlines
Spring 2013:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st March 2013.

Cover Picture…
Charles Dickens, a large first period Belleek parian bust modelled by W.W. Gallimore... in a Christmas Mood! (Bah!
Humbug!)
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
This summer, Bev and I enjoyed an event which you might, with a stretch of the imagination, even call "life changing".
This was the arrival in our home of a Shetland Sheepdog puppy called Rodney. You might not think that this is all that
earth-shaking but it has certainly changed our lives - for example, the daily walks (he likes to run... a long way) have
contributing to my losing over 20 pounds of weight - much needed, some would say! I certainly feel much fitter now.
The little Sheltie has also caused us to take much more interest in other dogs - I can now identify quite a few dog breeds
as we come across them on our long walks - and as well as this, I have been thinking about Belleek's association with
dogs which has been fairly extensive over the history of the Pottery. This really came home to Bev and me when at a
local dog show in Long Eaton's West Park - yes, we go to dog shows now - we encountered the most magnificent Irish
Wolfhound - I say "encountered" as this was really quite something - do you know just how BIG they are? "He's only a
puppy," the owner said, "just over a year old - he's got quite a bit more growing to do yet." I was astounded: the dog was
already the size of a small horse! This Irish Wolfhound was also grey, shaggy, beautiful and had a lovely, patient and
gentle nature, calmly putting up with the avid attentions of our six month old Sheltie who was absolutely desperate to play
with the giant dog, running round him, jumping up (to the Wolfhound's knees) and barking frantically, all the time
furiously wagging his tail. We chatted with the owner, who obviously had considerable expertise in the breed, and loved
his new "puppy" dearly: I remembered the lovely article by Brian Scott, a founder member and the first Treasurer of the
UK Group who sadly died in March 2006. In this article, Brian gave us his childhood memories of holidays spent in
Portrush which included his riding on the back of an Irish Wolfhound there - as Brian put it, he was a "gentle giant."
Of course dogs have figured prominently in both the history and the designs of the Pottery. The first association is so
obvious that we take it for granted - Armstrong, McBirney and Bloomfield chose the Irish Wolfhound as one of the three
main symbols that represented Ireland in coming up with a design for the company's trademark - the other symbols of
course being the round tower and the harp - and, oh yes, I think there are a few shamrocks in there too! This memorable
and iconic combination actually seems to pre-date the Company's foundation in 1857 - Neville Maguire shows earlier
examples of the use of these potent Irish symbols in his book "Belleek in Context" - but this is what was chosen by the
founders to represent Belleek Pottery - and a very memorable and appropriate design it is too!
I said that dogs figured in Belleek's designs. Fergus Cleary (in his article in the preceding Newsletter) discusses the
magnificent group of four Greyhounds - delicately modelled to show the dogs in wonderfully lifelike and natural
positions by the Reverend Halahan Dunbar. This was one of Belleek's earliest designs - it must have been done before
1869 when Dunbar emigrated to Australia... as with all things Belleek however, the attribution of this design may be a
little more complicated, as Bev, while working in the Derby Museum's reserve collection, found a beautiful piece of old
Derby porcelain: a bisque pair of Greyhounds in poses identical to the Belleek ones that dated from about 1840 - maybe
Halahan Dunbar had one of these at home in his parish at Inishmacsaint between 1865 and 1868 when he devised the
Belleek version - we will probably never know. Belleek made versions of the pair of Greyhounds and also single sitting
Greyhounds, male and female that have continued in production for a considerable time - more modern examples are
available. In the first period, Belleek also produced accurate figures of other dogs - a terrier on a cushion and a matching
spaniel, also on a cushion. I said that I was getting better at recognising dog breeds but I'm not sure what type of terrier
and spaniel Belleek chose for these pieces: they are beautifully modelled and are clearly lifelike and realistic
representations - I would love to know, so those of you who know more about dogs than me - please let me know. I
believe that another (extremely rare) version which has been positively identified as an Irish Terrier has also turned up.
Probably the most famous piece of Belleek that features dogs is the International Centrepiece. This was designed by Fred
Slater for the Paris Exhibition of 1900. Fergus gives us this description of the piece: "The International Centrepiece is an
elegant vase standing over 30” high with pierced details and decorated with an array of hand applied flowers. The vase
stands on a pedestal with three Irish Wolfhounds linked with Parian chains, as if they were guarding the piece." It is the
largest piece of parian ware that the Pottery ever made. In its design, it follows a Belleek Pottery theme of including a
good measure of Irish symbology - the Wolfhounds and harps as handles for the vase. This design tradition was begun by
the Irish sculptor William Boyton Kirk who had produced a series of parian figure designs for William Henry Kerr at
Worcester and who designed the Figure of Erin for Belleek - "Hibernia awaking from her slumbers" - probably at the
instigation of Kerr and Armstrong. This figure is laden with Irish symbol: Erin herself and the Celtic cross and harp
behind her, she stands on a representation of the flagstones in the Erne at Belleek, the Pottery is represented by her
unveiling a large pot standing on a pedestal inscribed "Belleek Pottery", but in this figure we don't have any dogs! Well,
you can't win them all.
The International Centrepiece, resplendent with its three Wolfhounds is of course in the news once again. Belleek Pottery
have reproduced it. This is truly an amazing feat that once again shows that the old skills have not been lost at the
Pottery. So now, if you want one of these magnificent creations, complete with the famous dogs, you only need to place
your order with the Pottery.
CM
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News from Belleek Pottery
Belleek Pottery's most expensive item - The International Centrepiece
Here it is.... The most expensive piece of pottery ever produced by Belleek.

Belleek Pottery have unveiled their most expensive piece of
pottery yet, which is being sold for £75,000. The elaborate
parian china centrepiece created for the Paris Exhibition of
1900 has been reproduced by the craftsmen at Belleek.
It is believed the piece took more than 400 hours to make.
The new work has been released by Belleek Pottery to mark
their 155th anniversary. Five pieces of the work entitled
International Centrepiece will be available to buy.
The piece was reproduced using the original design moulds
created by the pottery's then head of design Frederick Slater.
The centrepiece has taken a handpicked team of Belleek's
most experienced craftspeople over a year to create.

Wolfhounds
Standing at 30 in tall the centrepiece is a three-footed urn with
three Irish wolfhounds keeping guard around the base and is
decorated with Irish harps and hand crafted flowers. The
complex reproduction project has been led by Belleek's current
head of design Fergus Cleary and has involved the making of
new moulds and the creation of 50 separate pieces.
"I joined the pottery in 1978 and for a long time I have
wondered whether we could ever recreate such an intricate
piece." said Mr Cleary. The original International Centrepiece
was created for the Paris Exhibition in 1900 to demonstrate the
quality of the pottery's craftsmanship and the piece unveiled
today does likewise for our skills in 2012."
"We were lucky that the original moulds from 1900 had been
retained in our store but they were unusable and had to be
painstakingly reconstructed using the exact same skills
originally employed to make the centrepiece over a hundred
years ago. From there it really was a matter of professional
pride for all of us involved to deliver a product of the quality
and attention to detail that would be worthy of our forefathers.
I believe that the centrepiece unveiled today exceeds our
expectations."

Brendan McCauley master craftsman working on one of five limited edition International Centrepieces
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Nervous
At £75,000, it is a piece that even the managing director
John Maguire is worried about dropping. "I don't handle it
at all, I leave that up to Fergus and the design team," he
told BBC News. "It's a very special piece that represents
everything that's good about the Belleek brand."
Brendan McCauley, a master craftsman at Belleek, said
he had a nervous wait to see if the piece would come out
of the kiln in one piece. "It was great working on it
because it's one of the most prestigious pieces Belleek
has and with all the parts and getting everything together it
was something else. There looked a lot of problems to it
but at the end of the day we managed to get it through the
kiln which was the important bit.
"It was a relief to see it all in one piece and in such good
shape."
John Maguire. Belleek Managing Director, at the unveiling

John Doogan (left) and Brendan McCauley with the new International Centrepiece in front of the Pottery (Donegal Democrat picture)
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UK Group member, Trevor Rankin (left) with the
"International Centrepiece Team" John Doogan,
Brendan McCauley and Fergus Cleary at the
unveiling.

John Doogan has worked in the pottery
for 35 years and made the intricate
flowers that decorate the centrepiece. He
said he enjoyed the challenge of
recreating the craftsmanship of his
predecessors.
"It was great to be able to recreate some
of the old flowers and pieces from the old
days. There's still a lot of things out there
that a machine can't make and it's great
to go through all this."

"The skills are still carried on in the factory with the basket work and the flowers - it was just on this particular
piece a lot more petals have gone into the flowers so there's maybe an hour and a half of work in just one
flower whereas the normal flower we'd make in the factory would take maybe 15 or 20 minutes."
After the design
and craftsmanship
of the original
centrepiece was
awarded a Gold
Medal at the Paris
Exhibition, the
centrepiece was
returned to the
Pottery. Since 1989
it has been
displayed in a
secure glass case
in the entrance
area of the Belleek
Pottery Visitor
Centre.
Helen Rankin with
Fergus Cleary at the
Belleek Pottery Visitors
Centre - is this the
original 1900
Centrepiece or the new
one? Yes, it's the new
one - it looks so pristine!

Commenting on the decision to launch the limited edition of the International Centrepieces, John Maguire,
Managing Director, Belleek Pottery Group said: "Everyone who visits the Pottery stops to look at the
International Centrepiece and to marvel at the design detail and craftsmanship that was being produced by the
company in the Victorian era. Fergus and his team took on a very significant challenge in trying to reproduce
this piece and we are delighted with the results. I am confident that local and international collectors of
Belleek will be interested in this limited edition. The grapevine amongst china collectors is very strong and
even prior to today's launch we have had approaches from potential purchasers".
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Group News
The Olympics were great this summer, weren't
they? Well, one of the reasons why everything
went so smoothly was the army of "Ambassadors"
- volunteers who helped the visitors and athletes
get to their venues on time and be on hand to offer
any assistance required.
One of the Team London Ambassadors was our
Joanna Urbanek, the 2012 UK Devotee (pictured
here on the left of the group).

For Sale: Horse and Snake
Here's an opportunity you don't get very often.
The chance to buy a Belleek Horse and Snake
figure. We have been approached by a lady who
lives near London but whose family comes from
Northern Ireland. The piece was purchased
(probably from the Pottery itself as she lived very
close to it) in 1929 by the grandmother of the
vendor - for the princely sum of 69 shillings.
The piece is third black mark and is in perfect
condition.
To get the full story of the Horse and Snake, see
Trevor Roycroft's splendid article in Newsletter
32/2 (July 2011).
The asking price: £10,000.
If you are interested in following this up contact
the Newsletter Editor editor@belleek.org.uk or
phone 01332 872615.

Whatever
Whatever happened to the Canadian International Centrepiece?
Back to the subject of the International Centrepiece again... you might think that an item of this size and
importance would be difficult to lose, but...
Angela Moore, President of the International Belleek Collectors Society is keen to locate the 1967 example and
is seeking information on the whereabouts of the Centrepiece produced for Canadian Jewellers, Breslauer &
Warren of Winnipeg. It was created for the citizens of Manitoba, in commemoration of Canada's centennial
anniversary, 1867-1967. Are any Canadian Collectors able to help? Maybe this piece is in your collection!
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The UK Belleek Collectors' Group - Devotee Award
Roll of Honour
Since the UK Group was formed at its first meeting at the Grosvenor Hotel, Belgravia in London in 1989, it has
followed the example of the Belleek Collectors International Society in voting each year for its own Devotee.
Jan Golaszewski has gone back through the Group's records and we can now present the list of Devotees - our
own Roll of Honour.

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Christine McCormack
Charles Easthope
Maureen & Graham Munton
David Reynolds
Graham Houghton
Brian Scott
Karen Kincheloe
Tony Fox
Pat & Brian Russell
Eddie Murphy
Gina Kelland
Rose & Roy Hollihead
Liz & Eddie Renshaw
Chris Marvell
Jan Golaszewski
Simon Whitlock
Bev Marvell
Chris Marvell
Paul Tubb
Bev Marvell
Eddie Murphy
Pat Tubb
Joanna Urbanek

Let's not get too serious... here's another contribution from Jan...
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The Summer AGM in Coventry
Hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

Saturday 14th July at the Bulls Head
Our Saturday night dinner had been booked at the Axe and
Compass, but the night before Eileen and Bernard were
notified that the pub had closed down! Don’t panic – and they
didn’t, they found an alternative venue at the Bulls Head.
Briane and
Carroll
Carter
admiring
Eddie
Murphy’s
wheel cover
outside the
pub
Bring on the
girls: Briane
Carter, Julia
Reece, Bev
Marvell,
Georgina
Reece,
Linda
Murphy
Maureen
and Robin
Wootton
welcoming
Carroll
Eileen and
Bernard
with Joanna
Urbanek
… and again
with Briane
Paul Ewings
enjoys a
pint,
Georgina
with Pat
Tubb
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Simon Whitlock chatting with Briane and with Diana Awdry and Pat Russell
Georgina tried to keep her 18th Birthday quiet – but as soon as the news was out it was Champagne all round.
Patrick acts as sommelier, cheers and the traditional putting a coin in the cork as a keepsake.

Above: We celebrated Georgina's coming-of-age in the traditional way.
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Folks chatting away: we settled down in the conservatory restaurant of the pub.
Paul Tubb discusses a point with Jan Golaszewski
and Joanna Urbanek.

And here's a happy Bernard with a pint and lashings of
custard.
...and a patriotic Chris Marvell with his jubilee Ice
Cream Sundae, red (well nearly, it was really pink),
white and blue – goodness knows how they make the
blue! Well, there won't be another diamond jubilee for
a very long time.
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Sunday 15h July – Annual General Meeting at the Weston
Hall Hotel
The Silent Auction
As usual we got a very interesting selection of lots for our popular auction, much found new homes. Diana
admires a rare first period plate decorated in the Limoges style with a stork amongst reeds.

Some of the items on sale at the Silent Auction...
Including a Stupendous Lace tray with rare colourway of
gilt detailing and a turquoise border (No.1)... and it case
you were wondering, the kettle (above) is not Belleek - it's
Wedgwood.
Left: Eddie Murphy checking out the lots as Briane
Carter looks on.
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Meanwhile there was plenty of time to chat...

Linda with Keith and Patricia Brigstock

Eileen with June Sweeney
Bev with Charles and Fiona Easthope

Here is a book on Lady Aberdeen that Pat Tubb had been
alerted to. Hopefully Lady Aberdeen will be featured in
future articles as she was a very important and influential
woman in Ireland.

Lady Aberdeen may also have had a major impact
on Belleek Pottery as we now think it is possible
that believe that the Aberdeen teaware pattern is
named after her, rather than her husband Lord
Aberdeen (who was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland)
Pat Tubb and Bev perusing the new book.
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Donegal / Belleek Parian Ware For Display and For Sale
Our guest speaker, Siobhan Nataly (left) had brought a large quantity
of both Belleek and Donegal, some of which was for sale.

Donegal baskets and trophies, special Belleek pieces from the time
Siobhan’s uncle Sean O'Loughlin was at Belleek.
Siobhan’s friend and helper Louise (left) helps put out the display.

Before lunch Members had
time to browse both these
and the auction lots.

Left: brightly painted Irish
cottage scene
Right: a very fine Donegal
basket.
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Siobhan and Louise had brought all these pieces for
us to see - and possibly buy.
Myra Roalfe looking at a brooch and Robin
Wootton inspecting one of the vases.
Below left: ‘Punters’ perusing the price list
Below: A special Spaniel (Aha! here's another one
of those dogs - Ed.)

Guest Speaker - Siobhan Nataly on Donegal / Belleek
Siobhan Nataly (née Cahill) is
the niece of Sean O'Loughlin,
who was Production Manager at
Belleek. In 1985 he left to form,
with others, Donegal Irish Parian
China in the town of
Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal. This
company produced wares similar
to those from Belleek, including
baskets which were of very high
quality. The Donegal Parian
China Company was sold to
Belleek Pottery in 2000.
Siobhan introduces herself to the UK Group.
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Siobhan spent her childhood holidays at Belleek, and Uncle Sean used to keep her amused by taking her to the
factory. There she was able to practise her love of art by learning skills such as painting plates and making
flowers.
Now a nurse involved with occupational health, Siobhan still enjoys art
and writes poetry. She read out a poem that was composed in 1998 while
sitting on Uncle Sean's doorstep. In 1984 she was Rose of Tralee for
Rugby, and she modelled her sash. This international competition brings
young women of Irish descent from around the world to County Kerry.
The family story is that she didn't win the final because when asked
which her favourite
county was, she said
Fermanagh because of
Belleek, when the
"correct" answer should
of course have been
Kerry!
She has many relatives
in Belleek, and showed
us two of the books by
Joe O'Loughlin as well
as some old photographs
of family members.
These included a picture of her mother
with a hay cart.
The first piece Siobhan had brought to
talk about was a Belleek frog. Only 200
were made in the 1960s. The piece didn't
sell 'because it was so ugly', so now it is
collectable. She had a large Belleek plate
bearing a picture of the Pottery. A colour
transfer was made in Stoke from a copper
plate. A Donegal lighthouse was specially
made with incised windows, and can be
used to hold a tea light.
Pat extended thanks to Siobhan and
presented her with a gift.
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Meeting Preliminaries
Preliminaries
Pat Russell extended a particular welcome to the current BCIS
Honouree Briane Carter and her husband Carroll who were visiting
the UK from Texas, and also to guest speaker Siobhan Nataly and her
friend Louise.
Briane and Carroll were celebrating their 51st wedding anniversary
that day, and were presented with a Cash's woven picture of Coventry
Cathedral as a memento of their visit.
Briane had brought her chain of office along for us all to see.

Our youngest member Georgina Reece had
celebrated her 18th birthday the previous Friday
and was presented with a card and gift. A fancy
cake with candles was brought in by Simon and
Happy Birthday was sung while she blew them out.
Pat had sent a message of congratulations to
Her Majesty on her diamond jubilee on behalf
of the Group, and read out the reply that had
been received.

Pat also read out a very nice letter from
Fergus Cleary that had been received after
the meeting in Portsmouth, at which he gave
a talk.
The framed reply received from Her
Majesty the Queen.
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Meeting Bring and Tell
Tell
The theme was the Queen's jubilee and related items.
Jan (Golaszewski) thought that the Queen
might have been missing her corgis while
watching the flotilla in the rain. He
showed the head of a small Belleek dog
that had been dug up on the tip. He had to
hold it on the end of his finger because it
has no body!

Joanna (Urbanek) showed us her
newest acquisition, an attractive
diamond jubilee gilded mug by
Dunoon. She also had pictures of
her mother and aunt celebrating
the current Queen's jubilee as
well as the old King's jubilee.

Elaine (Ewings) showed a small Goss
tumbler that commemorates the golden
jubilee of Queen Victoria. It bears the
words 'Jubilee of Our Beloved Queen,
1887'.

Paul (Ewings) has an interest in cameras
and had brought two Leicas that are 60
years old. (oh yes - their Jubilee - I see!)

Bernard (Burgham)
remembers attending a
Coronation party. He
received a Coronation
crown (a coin worth
5 shillings at the time)
that was passed to Eileen
when they were married.
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Our guest
Siobhan
showed a
splendid
Belleek silver
jubilee plate
based on the
New Shell
pattern. Only
25 were made,
but her Uncle
Sean had
made a 26th
as a special
extra one-off.

Carroll (above) took on the role of judge
and chose Siobhan as the winner!
Amusement...
...I think at Jan’s ‘finger puppet’!
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Dinner

Bernard and Eileen, Robin and Maureen Wootton with
June Sweeney.

Linda Murphy, Carroll and Briane Carter
admiring the coral that Jan Golaszewski had
brought back from his visit to the Cayman
Islands for us to take home and secrete
amongst our collections.
Brian Russell with Louise and Siobhan.

The AGM

Our officials are ready to start (Pat Russell:
Chairman, Bev Marvell: Administrator, Paul
Ewings: Treasurer).
Thanks from Pat for hard work done on behalf of
the Group - and presents!
Simon Whitlock: webmaster, Paul and Elaine Ewings: raffle & minute taker, Chris Marvell: newsletter
editor, Bev and Pat.
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Belleek Finds
Keith (Brigstock)
is making a habit
of bringing
something that
none of us has
seen before! An
interesting find, a
very rare and
strange twisted
shell form vase,
this has a glassy
feel and a nice first
period mark.

Brian (Russell) recently purchased a second period bread
plate made for the Irish Defence League. Linda (Murphy)
told us that this design was still being produced in stoke.
Brian had also an early earthenware mug featuring a
lovely Belleek logo.

...and
Diana
(Awdry)
received
her 2011
raffle prize
at last presented
by BCIS
Hououree
Briane
Carter...

– a heavily gilded decorated Echinus plate.
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Time for home
Pat thanked our hosts Eileen and Bernard
Burgham on behalf of the Group for another most
enjoyable AGM weekend.

Despite the record breaking rainy summer (just
look at how green it is!), we manage to find a few
moments of better weather for our Group photo...
...although it took quite a bit of cajoling by Chris
to get everyone out of the warm meeting room
and away from their conversations over tea and
coffee to pose for the (now traditional) picture.

From Jan Golaszewski
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Answers to 50's, 60's and 70's Christmas Quiz (see back page)
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Belleek Open Salts
by Pat Hennessey
This article is reprinted from the
Fall (Autumn) 2010 issue of the
Open Salt Collectors National
Newsletter (Issue #19, shown on
the right).

Pat Hennessey (picture above)
contributed an extremely
comprehensive article which
introduced the Belleek Pottery
and its ware to her fellow open
salt collectors before going on to
describe in detail the Belleek
open salts. Pat's article made up
the majority of this issue.
The article also included a précis
of the Pottery's history and a full
description of Belleek marks of
all periods.

In reproducing the article, we have reprinted it exactly as it was published but have omitted the first part
introducing the Pottery and listing the backstamps.

Please note that since the article was first published, sadly Willie Mitchell of Old Pump Antiques in California
has died.
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An Interesting Belleek Basketweave "Ribbon"
"Ribbon" Plate
by Paul Ewings
Here is the plate in question (right). A nice
example of a basketweave pattern dessert
plate. It is however the design in the centre of
the plate which is most interesting (below):

The plate was purchased through ebay in
March 2012 from an East Coast USA seller.
We wanted to find out the origins of the motto
and to identify the family who commissioned
it from the Belleek Pottery. Noting that the
base is marked with both a Second Period,
and a combination of First Period printed
mark and impressed 'Belleek Co. Fermanagh',
it seemed likely that the plate was supplied
around the change date of 1891. With this in
mind an internet search identified the family
as the De Freynes of French Park,
Roscommon. Their motto 'malo mori quam
foedari', which translates to 'I would rather die
than be dishonoured' is not unique, but the
heraldic device of a dolphin naiant is.

The location of this piece from a family dessert service in America was intriguing and armed with the name,
further research threw up a article in Wikipedia that was both informative and tragic.
The date that the plate was manufactured lets us speculate with a good degree of likelihood that the plate had
once been the property of Arthur Reginald French, 5th Baron de Freyne (3 July 1879 – 9 May 1915), although
we don't have absolute proof of this. It is also most probable that the plate formed part of a large dessert service
ordered by the family.
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From Wikipedia
Arthur Reginald French (right) was born in London, to Arthur
French of Frenchpark, County Roscommon (1855–1913), 4th
Baron de Freyne, and his wife Lady Laura Octavia Dundas
(died 1881). A graduate of Sandhurst and lieutenant in the
Royal Fusiliers, he incurred the wrath of his father when on
18 November 1902 he married Annabelle Angus (the daughter
of an innkeeper in Banffshire and the divorced wife of a
brother officer, one Captain Alexander) and was cut off. The
marriage appears to have been short-lived. Nevertheless,
unable to keep himself in the style to which a British officer
would become accustomed, he resigned his commission. He
sailed on the steamship Umbria for the United States, where
he intended either to join the North-West Mounted Police, or
to travel to the ranch of his uncle William French in
Frenchtown near Cimarron, New Mexico.

Landing in New York in mid-January 1905, he
checked into the Hotel St.-Denis (left) at 799
Broadway at 11th. By the 19th he had
disappeared from the hotel, leaving his
substantial and expensive baggage behind. An
uproar began, involving the New York City
Police and the British consulate, which was

widely reported in the press. In mid-February he was
discovered nearby, at Fort Slocum (right), an island post in
Long Island Sound just off New Rochelle. On 24 January he
had enlisted as a private in the U.S. Army, and was assigned to
A Company, the 8th Infantry Regiment at Slocum, where he
had reported on 1 February. Known as “the Dook of Fort
Slocum,” he was popular with the other troops, sponsoring
dinners for his colleagues on post (by selling his civilian suits)
He remained with the regiment when it transferred to the
Philippines. He remained in the Philippines and enlisted there
several more times (though contrary to legend, remained a
private throughout his American service). On 10 September 1913 his father died, and he inherited the title; so
in Mindanao on 19 October of that year he purchased his way out of his American enlistment (a common and
allowable practice from 1890 to 1940).
He died on 9 May 1915, probably toward 16:00 hours, in the Battle of Aubers Ridge, fighting alongside his
half-brother, the Hon. George Philip French, as a captain in the South Wales Borderers. He was succeeded as
Baron de Freyne by another half-brother, Francis Charles French.
Did Arthur own the plate? Was it part of the 'expensive baggage' he left at the St. Denis Hotel, or did he use it
at his dinners at Fort Slocum? We'll never know for sure, but what a story has been revealed through the
purchase of a simple plate.
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How to spot a Mythical Seahorse
Eddie Murphy

Above: Seahorse flower holders
When out hunting and on your way around the antiques fairs or antiques shops here is a way to tell from a
distance if a sea horse flower holder is an old one or a more modern one.
Early first period sea horses are first of all a bit lighter in weight than later first period ones, but that of course
will not tell you how old it is from afar, you can of course pick it up and turn it over, but you can really tell how
old it is from a distance just by looking.
A first period example has distinct beads around the top of the flower holder. Also what you cannot see from a
distance, and this tells you if it is really early, is the support either side on the inside of the base (see image
below). This was because Belleek probably made a few where the base collapsed during firing, so The Pottery
came up with a solution. The inside of the base was built up a bit more to make it thicker, so reducing the
likelihood of collapse. Returning back to the bead type tops, from the first period through to the fourth period
all seahorses had the beads, although it does look as though the beads got smaller (but this might have been due
to wear on the master mould) until the 5th period when they disappeared altogether. Who knows why Belleek
did this but it does help while you are on the hunt for a rare early example.

Left: Early first period seahorse
Right: Base of this seahorse showing the extra support (which was obviously needed, see the firing crack!)
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Above Left: ‘Beads’ to the top of the earlier period seahorses
Above Right: 2 gilt seahorses, left first period, right sixth
period. Notice the finish to the tops. Also the belt became
thicker.
I have also seen seahorses that were manufactured by other
factories, so if it is not marked do not buy unless you are
absolutely certain what you are holding.
Right: A seahorse manufactured at Worcester by Kerr and
Binns - this is remarkably similar to the Belleek ones!
Notice this has hooves and not webbed feet.

Now have a look at the last photo, can you see what I mean? One is first period and one is sixth, there are no
prizes for guessing which is which - I bet you are now right. Sea horse flower holder production ran from the
1st to the 7th period (and I nearly have a couple of examples from each period).

Above: Seahorses, left to right - oldest to newest (first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh)
Not sure what the collective noun is for seahorses – a herd? They look like they are at the starting line ready
for a race!
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Don Clinton's
Clinton's
Belleek
More than nineteen years ago,
in June 1993, Don Clinton, one
of our US members, the BCIS
Belleek Honouree in 1990 and a
true enthusiast for Belleek,
began a series of articles which
were then published in the "Irish
Tribune".
Don wrote the articles and
Betty, his wife, took the
photographs.
We are reproducing these
articles in the Newsletter: here
is the article Don wrote for the
September 1994 issue of the
Irish Tribune.
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Auction Report - some exceptional items of Belleek
Covered Basket (right)
... no chips, or cracks…
shamrocks, roses, thistle, daisies,
buds as well as leaves… blue
"flocked" handle... four strand, two
pad which dates it from 1980 to
1989.

Sold for: US$1050
EBay
EBay seller: lp448
Period: 19801980-1989
Pink/White Flower Basket (top left)
... Excellent condition… approx. 6.5" wide x 4.25" high x 1.5"

Sold for: US$197.50
EBay
EBay seller: asapasap-sellssells-it,
it, Period: Second Black
Panel Jardinière
Unfortunately there is damage… part of the rim has been repaired & there are
several losses and damage to the flowers… other cracks visible from the
inside

Sold for: £159
EBay
EBay seller: pkpk-andson
Period: Second Black
DOLPHIN COMPOTE
CLAM SHELL TOP 10 "
SUPPORTED BY 3 ALDINE
DOLPHINS ON A SEAWEED
DRAPED TRIFORM BASE…
EXCELLENT CONDITION

Sold for: US$485
EBay
EBay seller: dski.22461,
dski.22461, Period: First Black
Pair of Belleek Thistle Vases
... several places appear to have factory flaws…
One vase - small chip near base - horizontal
firing crack running along the bottom of one
and the other has a similar smaller crack.

Sold for: US$774.99
EBay
EBay seller: fourscore4,
fourscore4, Period: Second Black
Rare Unrecorded Flowered Scroll Jug
… previously unseen Belleek 'Scroll flowered
Jug'… with roses and small daisies. Really well
moulded… 7” tall... No damage.

Sold for: £666
EBay
EBay seller: victormeldrew,
victormeldrew, Period: Second Black
Multi Color Applied Floral Oval Frame
I did not notice any chips or cracks or repairs, frame measures 6 1/4" X 5 1/4"

Sold for: US$305.99, EBay
EBay seller: alex.hildreth,
alex.hildreth, Period: Second Green
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Rare Antique 'Daisy' Vase
… very good condition... the body with raised relief
decorated foliage to daisy flowers forming the top,
yellow cob lustre. 145mm

Sold for: £99
EBay
EBay seller: donegalantiques
Period: Second Black
DOUBLE FISH VASE
… no cracks, chips, or restoration… pearlescent
white glaze is especially stunning… with full
color… The applied butterflys are especially
charming, along with the little snails on the base.

Sold for: US$1500
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: jonlr,
jonlr, Period: First Black
CORNUCOPIA SHELL VASE
Has tiny chip inside rim 7 x 5"

Sold for: £159
EBay
EBay seller: globusantiques,
globusantiques, Period: First Black
Lotus Vase Or Pitcher
… 6" tall and is in excellent condition

Sold for: US$306.50
EBay
EBay seller: beachcomber.1223
Period: Second Black
NAUTILUS ON SHELLS
… shell is pearched on a bed of shells and coral...
differs from the more common version… 5 1/2"
tall… restoration & overspray on nautilus shell... a
chip repair.

Sold for: US$235, EBay
EBay seller: jonlr
Period: First Black
Celtic Cross and Holy Water Font
… Cross is in excellent condition … The Holy
Water Font has a crack

Sold for: euro61.50, EBay
EBay seller: belleek2012
Period: First Black
CELTIC
PATTERN FRUIT
DISH
… no damage

Sold for:
US$272.99
EBay
EBay seller:
seller:
bunyagirl
Period: Third Black
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CHERUB SUPPORTING CORNUCOPIA
7”… condition is very good overall… inside of the cherub's
left thigh, there is a blue dot and a faint vertical line down the
leg.

Sold for: US$760, EBay
EBay seller: pugsley_pugsley
Period: First Black
FIGURE OF A MAN SPILL HOLDER
… WELL MODELLED & DEPICTS A MAN WITH A
WALKING STICK, WITH A BASKET ON HIS BACK…
WALKING STICK RESTORED, VERY WELL… TINY
CHIP TO BASE EDGE AND HAT

Sold for: £172, EBay
EBay seller: granpip7
Period: First Black
LUCKY LEPRECHAUN
5½” high… MINT CONDITION

Sold for: US$165.25
EBay
EBay seller: 5656, Period: Second Black
Lithophane Man Child Harp
… is gorgeous with an arched top… measures 8 1/4" tall and
5 1/4" wide… marked Belleek Ireland on the back

Sold for: US$110.27
EBay
EBay seller: Houseboatliving
Period: ‘BELLEEK ®’ ‘IRELAND’
Chinese Tea Ware Tray
NO damage / chips.

Sold for: £410
EBay
EBay seller: pk.andson, Period: First Black
Hand Painted Plaque
… hand painted with an
oriental style bird and
foliage… 11" and approx
1" deep… very good
condition

Sold for: £2001
EBay
EBay seller: xander34
Period: First Black
JUG / PITCHER
… very beautiful and fine…
colouring very attractive… approx
6” tall… perfect condition

Sold for: £97
EBay seller: jennifer*byersbrown
Period: Second Black
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EARTHENWARE PLATE
BUTTERFLY DECORATION
BUTTERFLYS AND FLORA
DECORATION IN RED AND…
10.5” WIDE

Sold for: £91, EBay
EBay seller: inyanga85
Period: First Black
Earthenware Convolvulus Platter
Mark plus 494… Secondary Color:
Blue, Grey, Pink, Gold... Blemishes:
None Detected… Length: 15”

Sold for: US$375
EBay
EBay seller: emtoby
Period:
Period: First Black
EARTHENWARE DINNER PLATE
BARON CROWN GILDED
NICE LARGE MARK WITH
IMPRESSED MARK ALSO
POSSIBLY THE HARP… 27.6 CMS,
SOME ALL OVER AGE CRAZING

Sold for: £57, EBay
EBay seller: bramblesauction, Period: Second Black
EARLIEST BACKSTAMP DISH (above left)
BASE INDENTED WITH HARP & CROWN, HAND
NUMBERED ON BASE '287'… 21.5cm x 15cm… good condition

Sold for: £185, EBay
EBay seller: dunroseg, Period: First Black
CHINA PORCELAIN KITCHENALIA FLOWER SCOOP
… never seen anything like this before… a utility item!.. wonderful
clip repairs between bowl & handle... overall 20cm.

Sold for: £300
EBay
EBay seller: thetrumpetminchinhampton
Period: First
First Black
[Ed: Well Belleek continues to surprise
us!]
Canister
MEAL Canister … Earthenware. Nice
condition … but has a few hairlines and
chips… marked on underside of lid &
bottom of canister… approx 7¼" x 6"

Sold for: US$122.45,
EBay
EBay seller: hslpap
Period:
Period: First Black
… earthenware meat-dish
… decorated with perforated lines… 17” by 13½”… designed to
drain juices from roast meat onto the meat-dish... unfortunately in
two cleanly-broken pieces

Sold for: £16.50, EBay
EBay seller: antmabs,
antmabs, Period: First Black
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Bone China Plate
… puce colour with gilt ivy style floral border… under 6 inches... Some loss
to the gilt

Sold for: £43, EBay
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: First Black
Moustache Cup
… approx'y 8cm high… Couple tiny flea
bites in base of bottom rim… gilding on
edge and on handle is worn... No chips,
cracks or repairs

Sold for: AU$325
EBay
EBay seller: youhavefoundit,
youhavefoundit, Period: First Black
Convolvulus Cup and Saucer
… Gold on rim of cup and saucer: green, grey and white on leaves

Sold for: US$293.88,
US$293.88, EBay
EBay seller: emtoby
emtoby,
oby, Period: First Black
gold shamrock cup and saucer
… gold shamrocks instead of the normal
green. Has gold edging on the cup and
saucer and also entwined around the
handle… excellent condition

Sold for: £160.50, EBay
EBay seller: lillibuff
Period: First Black
Pink Neptune [SIC] Sea Shell
Moustache Cup & Saucer
… no immediately obvious chips, cracks or restoration. There are some
imperfections by way of colour spots and blips within the body

Sold for: £194, EBay
EBay seller: premierpottery,
premierpottery, Period:
Period: Second Black
Low Lily Cup and Saucer
… Cobb Luster inside rim of cup

Sold for: US$204.50
EBay
EBay seller: emtoby,
emtoby, Period: Second Black
Deco Tridacna Cup and Saucer
… Really well moulded pieces with black
detailing to rims and handles, a really
unusual and distinctive set.

Sold for: £199, EBay
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Third Black
Porcelain Jug
… relief moulded grasses, hand painted…
lustre glazes… in very good condition

Sold for: £77.75
EBay
EBay seller: baby.dragon
Period: First Black
… mug
… hand painted porcelain floral motif

Sold for: US$86.26, EBay
EBay seller: orylu,
orylu,
Period: Third Black
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GRASSES BEEHIVE HONEY POT
… beautiful lustrous and vivid color… few itty bitty
interior lip edge nips

Sold for: US$425, EBay
EBay seller: chivas1nh
Period: First Black
Creamer Pitcher [pink gilt]
… GREAT CONDITION… number 42… 6” tall

Sold for: US$391.98
EBay
EBay seller: jbl7707,
jbl7707, Period: First Black
Creamer Cream Pitcher [pink]
… 7 1/8" tall… excellent undamaged, unrepaired
condition... number 12

Sold for: US$586.66
EBay
EBay seller: twobsantiques,
twobsantiques, Period: First Black
Cream Pitcher / Milk Jug [blue gilt]
… 5 5/8" tall… excellent undamaged, unrepaired
condition… number 14

Sold for: US$511
EBay
EBay seller: twobsantiques,
twobsantiques, Period: First Black
THORN PLATE
… 9 5/8" DIAMETER… FINE condition [Ed: number 14]

Sold for: US$399,
US$399, EBay
EBay seller: topdrawer888,
topdrawer888, Period: First Black
PAIR …HAND PAINTED &
GILT CUPS & SAUCERS
… NO CHIPS, CRACKS OR
REPAIRS.

Sold for: US$712.99
EBay
EBay seller: collectiblecollectible-express,
Period: First Black
Shell Trio
… footed tea trio cup plate and saucer
set… excellent condition

Sold for: £357.99
EBay
EBay seller: weeshred
Period: Second Black
RAISED PIERCED CAKE STAND
MIDDLE HAS THE INITIALS GTR
WITH AN EAGLE ON THE TOP… ONE
TINY CHIP AT THE BASE

Sold for: US$148.49
EBay
EBay seller: treasurestreasures-atat-victorias
victoriasctorias-house,
house, Period: First Black
FOOTED LACE CREAMER
… lovely and vivid pink and gilding… 4 1/2" high x 4 3/4" spout to handle
- Perfect

Sold for: US$382.50, EBay
EBay seller: chivas1nh,
chivas1nh, Period: First Black
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THE BELLEEK Christmas GROOVY QUIZ



From the UK Christmas Party theme 1950/60/70s!
Questions that have an Answer 50s, 60s or 70s
1. Erin unveiled
2. New Belleek bridge built
3. BCS founded
4. 1st Dublin International Exhibition
5. First electric kiln at Belleek
6. First gold medal
7. Special International Centrepiece with maple leaves for Canadian centennial
8. Tridacna pattern tea ware registered
9. Cyril Arnold, renowned for his psychedelic Belleek decoration, becomes Manager
10. Armstrong Diary 1st entry
11. Rose Isle demolished
12. The Queen buys Belleek
13. Dickens died
14. Special edition of the Mask powder bowl
15. Fergus Cleary joins the Pottery

Questions on Belleek with a Hip Flavour
16. Belleek with ‘Beatles’ on
17. What 60s ‘Power’ has Belleek got
18. The Twiggest basket
19. What tea ware pattern is a drug
20. A vase for ‘The Good Life’
21. Which manager was featured in a painting by Andy Warhol
22. 1960s TV ‘The Prisoner’ was cool – but which Belleek lady was cooler
23. Alice Cooper would like these for his altar
24. What Belleek item would be perfect for Liberace’s piano
25. What tea ware can follow ‘pop’
26. Flower painter on Belleek from the hotel nearly shares a name with a 60s US president
27. What owner could be related to a James Bond
28. A Beatles song that might have been inspired by the Honey pot
29. What name is given to the Belleek marks that span the 50s/60s/70s
30. Which vase could you ‘tip toe amongst’
31. What song did Elvis sing about the next convention
32. Belleek modeller who could have been a Star Trekker
33. The Beatles write a song about their trip to the Pottery
34. A new beer brand with many strings created by the Guinness Brewery
35. Belleek’s favourite aquatic mammal gets his own TV series
36. A Rolling Stones sympathy song about the plight of the Belleek collector
37. The Gaelic for Belleek is 'beal leice', its translation includes the name of a US president
38. Elvis’s lip is all of a tremble at the thought of a vase
39. Muppet celebs that Belleek modelled
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40. Belleek founder makes ‘One small step…’

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL YOU BELLEEKers
BELLEEKers
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